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The eonometris and behavioral eonomis of

esalation of ommitment: A re-examination of Staw

& Hoang's NBA data

Colin F. Camerer Roberto A. Weber

Abstrat

We examine the phenomenon of esalation from an eonomist's perspetive, emphasiz-
ing explanations whih do not rule out rational behavior on the part of �rms or agents. We
argue that esalation annot be established as a separate phenomenon unless these pos-
sible alternative explanations are properly aounted for. We present Staw and Hoang's
(1995) study of NBA data as an instane of where evidene of esalation might be over-
turned upon more areful analysis. After performing several tests of our alternative
explanations, we �nd that evidene of esalation persists, although it is weaker both in
duration and magnitude.
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The eonometris and behavioral eonomis of

esalation of ommitment: A re-examination of Staw

& Hoang's NBA data�

Colin F. Camerer Roberto A. Weber

1 Introdution

\Esalation of ommitment" ours when people or organizations who have ommitted
resoures to a projet are inlined to "throw good money after bad" and maintain or
inrease their ommitment to the projet, even when its marginal osts (MC) exeed
marginal bene�ts (MB). The esalation phenomenon, whih is very similar to the \sunk
ost fallay", is familiar to soial psyhologists and organizational theorists and is taken
as well-established.1

Compared to some other behavioral phenomena whih question the rationality of
�rms and individuals, esalation has not aptured the attention of eonomists. While
esalation appears to be an important and large soure of organizational (and individual)
irrationality, eonomists have typially pointed to explanations that question the onlu-
sion that esalation is ommon and suboptimal. In this paper we reopen the debate about
suboptimal esalation in an e�ort to address onerns eonomists and eonometriians
are likely to have.

Our paper has two separate parts{ one theoretial and one statistial. The theoretial
setion onsists of an \eonomists'-eye" view of the large literature on esalation. We
provide reasons why apparently irrational ongoing investments might atually be rational.

�We thank Amanda Rosenberg and Gail Nash for data entry, and partiipants at the Psyhology-
Eonomis Conferene, Vanouver BC (June 6-7 1997), Linda Babok, Max Bazerman, Rihard Day,
David Grether, Chip Heath, Keith Murnighan, Tom Ross, Barry Staw, Keith Weigelt and an anonymous
referee for helpful omments. Corresponding author: Roberto A. Weber, Division of Humanities and
Soial Sienes 228-77, California Institute of Tehnology, Pasadena CA 91125

1Esalation of ommitment and the sunk ost fallay are essentially the same phenomenon: both lead
deision makers to exaggerate investments following previous ommitment of resoures. One distintion
is that esalation may be assoiated with forms of ommitment other than previous expenditures of
eonomi resoures, or sunk osts. For instane, it is possible for a deision maker to esalate following a
verbal ommitment. This implies that esalation is a more general phenomenon whih inludes esalating
ommitment to sunk osts.



We also argue that when esalation is irrational for �rms, it is often explained by more
basi fores whih are familiar to behavioral eonomists (mutually-destrutive rivalry,
optimisti judgment biases, and ageny osts).

Our statistial ontribution is a loser look at existing �eld evidene of esalation.
There are only four non-experimental multiple-observation �eld studies showing evidene
of suboptimal esalation. One study shows that the tendeny of banks to write o� bad
loans is orrelated with managerial turnover(Staw, Barsade and Koput, 1997). Another
study shows that employees' performane evaluations by supervisors were a�eted by
whether the supervisors had hired the employees originally or not (Shoorman, 1988). A
third study found that entrepreneurs who started their own businesses invested more than
those who bought businesses from others (MCarthy, Shoorman and Cooper, 1993).

These three studies are onsistent with eonomi explanations whih suppose that
people are rational but have di�erent opinions (prior beliefs) about the quality of loans,
prospetive employees, and businesses. The �ndings in all three studies an be explained
by prior beliefs whih are not updated suÆiently quikly to onverge to a ommon
posterior belief. The studies are onsistent with esalation as well, but they do not
provide onlusive evidene beause the di�ering-belief explanation has not been ruled
out.

Our statistial analysis repliates and extends a fourth �eld study onduted by Staw
and Hoang (1995), whih demonstrates that NBA basketball players who were high-
ranking draft piks played more minutes than was justi�ed by their subsequent perfor-
mane. Staw and Hoang interpret this result as evidene that teams esalated their
ommitment to high-ranking players, but their analysis does not entirely rule out some
alternative rational explanations. We olleted a new sample of data on NBA players
and repliated their results. We then reexamined the data using variables and methods
whih ould rule out alternative explanations. The results show a signi�ant, temporary
esalation e�et whih is about half as strong in magnitude and statistial strength as
the original e�et reported by Staw and Hoang, supporting their basi onlusion. Our
results rule out rational alternative explanations more e�etively than earlier studies did,
and hene onstitute the most onlusive available �eld evidene of irrational esalation.

2 Esalation in the NBA: A reexamination

Staw and Hoang tested whether players hosen earlier in the National Basketball Asso-
iation (NBA) draft reeive more playing time after ontrolling for di�erenes in perfor-
mane. The NBA draft is the annual proess whereby players entering the professional
league are alloated to teams. The draft onsists of several rounds in eah of whih a
team initially has one seletion.2 The use of a team's draft alloation on a partiular
player therefore reets a ommitment of resoures to obtaining that player's talent {

2This an hange, however, if teams make trades or deals with other teams for additional seletions
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the sooner a player is drafted, the more of a ommitment it represents, both in terms of
opportunity ost (foregone players) and �nanial resoures (the NBA salary struture is
suh that rookie players' salaries are losely tied to their position in the draft).

As Staw and Hoang point out, however, draft order is not a perfet preditor of
performane. It is often the ase that players drafted early in the �rst round end up
performing poorly and having short areers while players drafted later an turn out to
be all-stars. Therefore, it is often the ase that a team's initial evaluation of the value
of a drafted player turns out to be wrong. The fat that resoures have already been
ommitted to suh a player leads to a situation where esalation might arise: rather
than derease the player's ourt time based on poor performane, a team may over-use
a player relative to his value if a large previous ommitment has been made.

Staw and Hoang test the hypotheses that a lower draft number leads to more playing
time, higher longevity in the league, and a lower likelihood of being traded. Draft order
has a signi�ant e�et on all three dependent variables. They onlude that this is
evidene of esalation of ommitment in personnel deisions in the NBA.

The theoretial setion below desribes some of the onditions under whih suboptimal
esalation seems to our. The �ndings of Staw and Hoang are surprising beause they
do not seem to �t these onditions. Esalation only ours when there is ambiguity
about future osts and bene�ts of an investment (like making loans, hiring employees, or
drilling for oil); but there is less ambiguity about osts and bene�ts of an NBA draft pik
beause a player's salary is negotiated in advane and performane is easily measured
and observed every night. Therefore, it seems that there is less room for optimisti or
self-serving biases in judging osts and bene�ts whih ould ause esalation. Another
ondition for suboptimal esalation is an ageny problem, in whih managers ontinue
investments whih are bad for the �rm beause quitting would reveal their mistake. But
NBA team management is usually very lean{ draft hoies are made by a general manager
who onsults losely with the team owner{ so there is little room for an ageny problem.
Mutually-destrutive rivalry is another ondition for suboptimal esalation, but does not
apply beause teams don't play a mediore draft hoie to get bak at other teams who
are doing the same. Still another element of esalation is that marginal investments o�er
some hope of `breaking even' or reouping the original investment. But teams spend
draft piks and money initially, then make marginal investments in terms of playing time
(minutes). They annot diretly reoup the sunk resoure by spending further resoures,
beause the resoures are in di�erent `urrenies' (draft piks and playing times). Taken
together, the absene of the onditions under whih suboptimal esalation appears to
our leads one to wonder why esalation ours for NBA draft piks.

Staw and Hoang also aknowledge several rational explanations for esalation, but
do not learly rule them out. This leads to an important methodologial question: How
arefully must one rule out alternative explanations (even ones that seem implausible or
are partiularly diÆult to test) before aepting the onlusion that irrational esalation
ourred? Behavioral eonomists have learned that it is easier to win the hearts and minds
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of eonomists with data that learly rule out an alternative hypothesis than with mere
reason and argument. We apply this priniple to Staw and Hoang's study and inlude
some additional variables and methods to rule out alternative rational explanations.

Among the possible alternative explanations are:

1. Bakup player `osts'. An explanation not onsidered by Staw and Hoang (men-
tioned to us by Chip Heath) is due to the nature of the draft itself. The draft is
designed to give teams with worse reords better hanes of obtaining good players.
Until reently, initial draft order was diretly determined by a team's prior season
win-loss reord.3 Therefore, it is reasonable to expet that teams whih obtain
the players with the lowest draft numbers tend to be teams whih have less talent.
Given that an important determinant of playing time is the expeted performane
of the next available player, players at worse teams, and therefore with lower draft
numbers, might naturally be played more minutes than players taken later in the
draft but at teams with more talent. Staw and Hoang inlude a measure of the
team's overall performane in their analysis, but a player-spei� measure of the
strength of the next-best player at their position is a better ontrol. Inluding a
measure of a team's strength at a given player's position ontrols for the marginal
osts of not playing a draft hoie, and might explain part of the draft-order e�et.

2. Pre-draft expetations. An alternative whih Staw and Hoang explore more are-
fully is the idea that draft order is an indiation of the expeted future performane
or skill level of a given player. The same player's performane during a season is
then another signal of inherent quality. Teams ould be gradually updating their
beliefs about the player's true ability, but if they begin with higher expetations for
more highly-drafted players, then they should play those players more frequently
until they beome onvined that their initial expetations were too optimisti. It
is hard to know whether this updating should take plae over one year or �ve years,
or ten. Draft order ould also apture elements of player quality not enompassed
by ourt statistis. Staw and Hoang reognize this possibility and measure the
e�et of draft order on performane by regressing a omposite measure of perfor-
mane on draft number and on player performane, position, trades and injuries
in the prior year (the results of this are disussed but not presented in the paper).
They �nd that draft order is a signi�ant preditor of performane \surprise" in
the seond and third years, but not in the fourth and �fth years. They onlude
that \while draft order does appear to ontain some useful information on players'
early performane, it is not a signi�ant preditor over longer periods of time" (p.
488).

The fat that draft order aptures an element of performane not inluded in the
previous year's data for (possibly) the �rst three years is important enough to war-
rant further analysis. We try to apture information about expeted performane

3Now the order is determined probabilistially, but teams with worse reords have a higher hane of
obtaining early draws.
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in two ways. First, we inlude a measure of pre-draft player rankings by an out-
side expert. Seond, we use a two-stage proedure in whih performane is �rst
predited by lagged performane and draft hoie (ontrolling for any preditive
power of draft order), then expeted performane is inluded in the playing-time
regression. This proedure separates the informational omponent of draft order
from the pure esalation e�et.

3. Fan appeal. Highly drafted players may be espeially popular with fans. If teams
alloate playing time to maximize revenue, and fan popularity leads to inreased
revenue, it might be optimal to play highly-drafted players often to draw more
tiket buyers to the games, even if the players are not performing well.4 Staw and
Hoang note the possible e�et but onlude that \the biggest problem with this
alternative is that fan appeal is ephemeral. Though popularity among fans may be
based on a player's ollege reputation for the �rst year or two he is in the NBA,
it is likely that popularity erodes quikly if it is not baked up by performane at
the professional level." (p 488). While this is probably true, it is still worthwhile
to evaluate the possible impat of fan appeal on playing time rather than simply
dismissing it.

4. Deesalating esalation: Draft x trade interation. If esalation arises out of the
draft as a ommitment of resoures, then when a player is traded to a new team,
the new team should not inherit the esalation motives of the �rst team.5 So we
an ask: When a player is traded to a new team, does the e�et of draft number
disappear? If so, then it is still possibly the ase that esalation is present (sine the
seond team should have no reason to ommit resoures based on the draft order). If
not, however, then it is maybe evidene that draft order has a preditive value above
prior statistis and that the new team reognizes and uses this information muh
as the �rst team. Notie that this test uses a predition about when deesalation
will our as evidene that esalation ours (f. Heath, 1995).

5. First vs. seond-round ontrat di�erenes. There may be important eonomi dif-
ferenes between �rst and seond round draftees. This is important beause Staw
and Hoang measured draft order by simply treating the �rst player in the se-
ond round as one position behind the last player in the �rst round. If there is a
fundamental di�erene in �rst and seond round osts or bene�ts, this should be
ontrolled for by inluding a dummy variable for round.

Now (in 1997) it is typial for �rst-round draftees to get guaranteed \pay or play"
ontrats, whih guarantee the players their salaries even if they are ut from the

4Some ollateral evidene on this point omes from raial preferenes. It is widely thought that in
ities with larger white populations, teams keep white players, and perhaps play them more frequently
than their performane warrants, beause fans want them to. Nardinelli and Simon (1990) report
evidene from baseball ard pries whih indiates that a player's rae (in addition to performane)
a�ets the prie of his ard. This evidene suggests how it is possible that teams would not stritly
maximize team performane and suggests a possible method for measuring fan appeal.

5One an argue that a trade represents a ommitment whih an also be esalated by exessive playing
time, but it annot be true that drafting players and trading for others both generate ommitments whih
raise all players' playing time.
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team. Seond round players usually do not have suh ontrats. This di�erene
implies that �rst round players are \heaper" beause they must be paid even if
another player is playing in their plae. As result, teams have an eonomi inentive,
eteris paribus, to play �rst round players rather than seond round players.

We are not ertain when �rst-round guaranteed ontrats beame ommon (our
sports-trivia soures think it might be around 1990). But if suh ontrats were
ommon during muh of our sample (and Staw and Hoang's), this pay-or-play
e�et ould be proxied for by draft order, produing a spurious �nding of apparent
esalation. To ontrol for this possibility, we inlude a �rst-round dummy variable.

6. Use of aggregated lagged performane fators. To ontrol for past performane, Staw
and Hoang use lagged performane variables aggregated into three separate fators.
There are two possible problems with this proedure. First, prior season statistis
may not aurately apture a player's performane on the ourt in a given season.
This is important beause it is urrent performane whih should determine the
amount of time a player spends on the ourt. Seond, aggregation inreases noise
in these variables as measures of performane. If draft order ontains information
whih predits performane, the introdution of noise in measurement of perfor-
mane means that any informational e�et of draft order is piked up by the draft
order oeÆient in a regression on playing time, whih inates the oeÆient on
draft order, exaggerating the apparent esalation e�et. We ontrol for this prob-
lem by using ten separate performane variables, rather than aggregating them to
three measures.

Our approah is to �rst repliate Staw and Hoang's results as losely as possible,
to see if we an repliate the e�et of the draft-order variable whih is onsistent with
esalation. Then we add ontrol measures to see if draft order still predits minutes
when ontrolling for the above alternative explanations. We predited that the draft
order e�et would disappear.

3 A Reexamination of Esalation in the Field: Anal-

ysis of Playing Time

Staw and Hoang's sample inludes all of the players taken in the �rst two rounds of the
1980-1986 NBA drafts. Our sample is similarly restrited to the �rst two rounds, but
enompasses players seleted in the 1986-1991 drafts. There are two reasons why we
modi�ed the years inluded in the analysis. First, we hoped to obtain data whih would
provide a measure of fan appeal for reasons given above. After onsidering endorsement
ontrats (for whih data is unavailable) we deided upon priing of player trading ards,
whih aptures the extent to whih a given player's ard is desired by fans and is usually
aepted as a good measure of fan appeal. However, there is very little variane in ard
pries after 1990{ only the ards of a few superstars exhibit any di�erene from the base
prie{ and data were not available for some of the players in the sample. We also tried
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to obtain reords of the number of fans who voted for eah player to be on the All-Star
team, but ould not obtain suh data.6.

Seond, we wanted a ranking of expeted player quality not diretly related to draft
order or expeted order. A natural soure proved to be pre-draft souting reports. One
suh annual report is produed by NBA Analyst Don Leventhal. However, his reports
are only available starting in 1985. Given that our goal is to �rst repliate Staw and
Hoang's results, the use of di�erent time periods should not be a problem if we an �rst
establish their basi �nding using data from a new time period.

Similarly to Staw and Hoang, we inluded in our sample only those players who were
signed and played at least two years in the NBA. The reason for the two year minimum
is that it is neessary to obtain prior performane data for the analysis and this data
obviously only exists at the pre-professional level for all rookies. Therefore, while it would
be bene�ial to be able to ondut an analysis of �rst year playing time (partiularly sine
this is when the draft order e�et may be strongest under the draft-as-signal hypothesis),
obtaining performane measures proves diÆult.

Our sample, then, inluded a total of 229 players. To repliate Staw and Hoang's
results, we obtained several season statistis for eah player in our sample. Player statis-
tis are arefully reorded during eah game and are easily available from several soures.
Our soures were primarily the following two books: The OÆial NBA Basketball Eny-
lopedia (Ed. A. Sahare, 1994) and The Sports Enylopedia: Pro Basketball (Neft and
Cohen, 1991). We also obtained information diretly from the NBA through their web-
site. As a repliation of Staw and Hoang's main study, we used as our dependent variable
the number of minutes eah player was on the ourt during a season. In order to measure
performane, we again used the same tehnique and obtained nine player statistis from
the above soures. The following statistis were obtained for eah player/season in our
sample: total number of points sored, assists, steals, shots bloked, rebounds, personal
fouls, free-throw perentage, �eld-goal perentage, and 3-point �eld-goal perentage. In
addition, we ontrolled for the e�et of playing time on total points, assists, steals, fouls,
shots bloked and rebounds by dividing these measures by total minutes played.

In order to diretly repliate Staw and Hoang's analysis, we onduted a fator anal-
ysis of the nine performane variables to determine broader performane measures, as
they did. Using the same approah as Staw and Hoang, we divided players into two
ategories, guards and forwards/enters, and onduted separate prinipal omponents
fator analyses with varimax rotation on eah ategory. This proedure yielded results
similar to Staw and Hoang's: the same three fators with eigenvalues greater than 1.0
surfaed for both samples. Together, these three fators explained 55 perent of the vari-
ane in the orrelation matrix for forwards and enters and 57 perent for guards.7 Using
the same struture as Staw and Hoang for labelling the omponents, we onstruted
the following three performane variables: 1) soring (points per minute, �eld-goal per-

6The vote ounts are not released by the NBA, apparently at the insistene of the players' union
7The three fators used by Staw and Hoang explained 58 perent of the variane for both samples.
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entage, and free-throw perentage), 2) toughness (rebounds per minute, bloked shots
per minute, and personal fouls per minute), and 3) quikness (assists per minute and
steals per minute).8 Finally, we followed Staw and Hoang's proedure and standardized
the three measures so that all three variables had a mean of 0 and variane equal to 1,
standardizing separately for guards and forwards.

In addition to the above performane measures, we inluded several other variables
also present in Staw and Hoang's study. First, in order to apture any e�ets of a
player being traded, we inluded a variable trade whih equaled 1 if a player was traded
during or before a partiular season and equaled 0 otherwise. Another variable, win
was inluded to apture a team's overall talent and onsisted of the perentage of wins
over the entire season. A dummy variable (forward/enter) to apture any di�erenes
between forward/enters (1) and guards (0) was also inluded in the estimation. Finally,
sine injuries an obviously have an e�et on playing time, a binary variable injury was
inluded whih was equal to 1 if a player was injured during a partiular season and 0
otherwise.

The results obtained by Staw and Hoang are reported in Table 1 and the results of
our repliation are reported in Table 2. The model in both ases onsists of regressing
minutes in year t on performane in year t� 1, the above four ontrol variables for year
t, and on the player's rank when drafted (draft number). Our results losely math
those obtained by Staw and Hoang. There is no signi�ant di�erene in either sample
between players in the forward/enter position and those in the guard position. Similarly,
the variables win and toughness have no signi�ant e�et on playing time (in Staw and
Hoang's sample these variables are never signi�ant at reasonable levels, and in our
sample win is signi�ant at p < 0:05 only in Year 2). In both samples, prior year soring
appears to be the performane measure whih best predits playing time. Injuries and
trades also seem to have a onsistently signi�ant negative e�et.

Draft order is a signi�ant preditor or playing time in both samples. Our results
indiated that a minimal inrement in draft order dereased playing time from 22 minutes
in year 2 to 11 minutes in year 5. These estimates are quite lose to their estimates (23
to 14 minutes). In both samples, draft order is a signi�ant preditor of playing time
through the �fth year, and the e�et shrinks over time.

In order to ontrol for alternative explanations of the draft-order e�et, we re-estimated
the model with several new variables. The �rst set of additional variables were perfor-
mane measures for the substitutes available for a team at the player's position. That
is, in order to measure the opportunity ost to a team of playing a partiular player
additional minutes, we obtained statistis for the (omposite) bak-up players in that
position.9 The orrelation between minutes played by drafted players in the sample and
by their bak-up players is -.51, whih shows that drafted players and the omposite

8These fators orrespond to those used by Staw and Hoang with the exeption that we inluded
personal fouls in the toughness variable sine this was onsistent with the results of the omponent
analysis for both samples.

9The bak-up `player' was atually a omposite of all the likely players who would be on the ourt if
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bak-up are indeed substitutes. For eah bak-up, we olleted data on the same ten
performane variables as we did for eah player in our sample. This data was used in the
fator analysis desribed above, to onstrut the same three performane indies as we
did for the other players. These indies are labelled bak-up soring, bak-up toughness,
and bak-up quikness.

Among the alternative explanations outlined above is the idea that draft order ap-
tures beliefs about a player's skill whih are updated but not perfetly determined by
subsequent playing statistis. In order to test this hypothesis, we inluded a variable
alled belief to apture beliefs about player quality at the time of the draft. We use
Don Leventhal's annual ranking of players available for the draft. Eah year Leventhal, a
draft analyst for the sports network ESPN, ompiles a ranking of the top 180-200 players
entering the draft. It is important to note that this ranking is intended to list players
by quality and not by expeted draft order. As Leventhal himself puts it, \The above
list is not so muh a predition of the order of seletion in the �rst-round, but rather a
ombination of my own and the NBA souts' rankings of the top players . . . " (Leventhal,
1986 p. 6). In fat, in a separate setion of the draft report, he inludes a predition of
the order of the draft - taking into aount teams' needs and other fators. This ranking
inludes all eligible players entering the draft and we inlude their rank number as a
variable.10 Sine we might expet a high degree of ollinearity between belief and draft,
we tested the orrelation between the two variables and found it to be .67. While this
does indiate that there is some ollinearity, our hypothesis that the e�et of draft will be
redued with the introdution of belief is still testable by estimating the marginal e�et
of belief on the preditive ability of draft.

In addition, in order to test the e�et of trades on the esalation phenomenon (as we
disussed above) we inluded a draft x trade interation variable. Finally, we inluded
a dummy variable, �rst round, whih was set to 1 if the player was seleted in the �rst
round of the draft, and 0 otherwise.

the draftee was not playing, weighted by their (season total) minutes. If the player in our sample was
a enter, our variable inluded the two other enters with the most minutes. This proedure aptures
the fat that sine there is only one enter on the ourt at a given time, all the enters on the team are
possible bak-ups. If the player was a guard or forward, we �rst eliminated the player in that position
with the most minutes, and then inluded the next three players in the same position with the most
minutes. This proedure is appropriate beause there are usually two guards and forwards on the ourt
at a time; a guard or forward's bak-ups should inlude only the remaining players after exluding
the player with the most minutes (who is likely to be on the ourt). For draftees who are listed as
playing two positions, or who play for more than one team during a season, we onstruted a omposite
onsisting of a simple average of bakups for the two positions or their various teams. This proedure
is very labor-intensive beause it requires gathering information on at least three times as many players
as there are draftees.

10For the �rst two years of our sample separate rankings are given for seniors and for underlassmen
not among the top 24 players entering the draft. However, beause almost all underlassmen entering
the draft were among the top 24, we used the ranking of the top 24 along with the ranking of the top
seniors to onstrut a ranking for all the players. There was only one non-senior who did not appear in
the ranking of the top 24, and this player was given the highest possible ranking he ould have reeived
given that he was not on the list.
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Table 3 presents the results of the regression inluding the additional ontrol variables.
Soring and quikness are again the only two performane measures whih are signi�ant
preditors of playing time. The oeÆient on trade is again signi�ant, but now only
for years 2 and 3. However, the diminished e�et of trade is not surprising given the
introdution of the draft x trade interation term.

Inluding the additional variables inreases the adjusted-R2 slightly, but Bak-up
soring is the only additional ontrol variable whih is ever signi�ant at reasonable
levels. It is surprising that the oeÆient on �rst round has the opposite sign from what
we predited for all four years.11

The introdution of the ontrol variables does not dampen the e�et of draft order.
However, the signi�ane of the oeÆient for the draft variable dereases more quikly
aross the years in our sample (for example, the oeÆient has a t-statisti of -.67 in year
5).

In order to address the previously mentioned onerns about the use of lagged per-
formane fators, we then re-estimated the model using ontemporaneous performane
variables. The dependent variable was again minutes in a season. As independent vari-
ables, however, we used all nine performane statistis for the same season, both for
players and for bak-ups. Beause the number of times a player turns the ball over to the
opposing team is an important measure of produtivity whih Staw and Hoang omitted,
we inluded one additional performane variable: turnovers per minute, both for players
in our sample and for their bak-ups. In addition to draft order, we again inluded the
ontrol variables injury, trade, win, belief, �rst round, and draft x trade. Finally, sine
it was no longer neessary to use data from prior years, we onduted the estimation for
all of the �rst �ve years of the players in our sample.

For this estimation, we restrited our sample in a given year to players for whih we
had data on all prior years. That is, we omitted any players with prior gaps in their
playing areers.12

Table 4 ontains the results for all �ve years. Notie that the orreted R-squared
values are onsiderably higher in Table 4 than they are in Table 3 for all years in whih the
data overlap, indiating that urrent performane is a better preditor of urrent minutes
than lagged performane (as expeted). Among the performane variables, personal
fouls per minute appears to be the strongest preditor of playing time. This is not
surprising sine it is usually the ase that players are taken o� the ourt one they

11The estimate indiates that �rst round players atually reeive less playing time than those seleted
in the seond round. While our hypothesis alled for a one-tailed test and, therefore, the oeÆient is
never signi�antly di�erent from zero in the diretion we predited, it would only be signi�ant in one
out of the four years in a two-tailed test.

12This was done in order to enable us to make omparisons between the results of these regressions and
those of future regressions where performane data on all prior years is neessary. We also onduted
the same analysis using all of the players in our sample who played in the given year and found that our
results were not altered signi�antly.
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aumulate personal fouls in order to prevent them from exeeding the foul limit and
being disquali�ed from further play. Finally, �eld goal perentage, points per minute and
assists per minute also appear to have an e�et on playing time, although none of these
is signi�ant throughout all �ve years.

As earlier results indiated, the e�et of draft order on minutes played is strong in
the �rst three years of a player's areer. For these years, a minimal derease in draft
number predits an inrease of up to 29 minutes in playing time. The magnitude of the
oeÆient is always greater than 25 and the oeÆient is signi�antly di�erent from zero
at the p < 0:001 level in all three years. However, the e�et of draft order in years 4 and
5 is dramatially redued and insigni�ant.

While it is possible to interpret the derease in the importane of draft order as a
player's tenure in the NBA inreases as a diminishing e�et of esalation, the derease is
also onsistent with the idea that the draft aptures prior information about the quality
of players whih is subsequently disounted. Given that these priors are subjetive in-
terpretations by teams, it is diÆult to aurately measure them or estimate their e�et.
If these priors are overly optimisti, then it is possible that the observed \esalation" is
simply a manifestation of this bias in judgment. However, even if the priors are unbiased,
and represent aurate measures of overall quality, then it is possible that the rational
use of prior beliefs is evident in the preditive ability of draft order.

One possible method for evaluating the existene of the rational use of unbiased
priors is to determine the e�et of draft order on performane, after ontrolling for prior
performane.13 If information present in the draft is an unbiased preditor of future
performane and aurately serves as a measure of a player's overall quality, then the
marginal e�et of draft order on performane should apture suh information not piked
up by prior statistis. This provides us with a possible test of the draft order as esalation
vs. information hypothesis. If draft order merely aptures unbiased prior beliefs, then
the e�et of draft order on performane (after ontrolling for prior performane) should
be similar in duration to the e�et of draft order on playing time. However, if esalation
is present, then the e�et of draft order on minutes played should persist beyond the
preditive value of draft order on performane.

In order to ondut this test, we regressed performane in year t on performane
in prior years as well on draft order. We onduted separate regressions for Years 2
through 5. In order to aggregate the several performane variables we had for eah player,
we onstruted an index, performane, by averaging the three performane variables:
soring, toughness, and quikness. This variable was then regressed on eah of the three
performane fators for all prior years and on draft order. In addition, we inluded the
variable for injuries, sine it is possible that a player's performane may be lower if he is
injured. The results are presented in Table 5.

The results indiate that draft order does have some signi�ant power for prediting

13This is the method used by Staw and Hoang, but they reported no details.
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performane (at p < :05), through the fourth year. Table 6 summarizes the e�ets of
draft order in Tables 4-5, omparing the e�et of draft order on playing time (minutes)
and on performane. Staw and Hoang used this omparison to argue for esalation
beause the e�et of draft order on performane beame insigni�ant in years 4 and 5,
while the e�et on minutes was signi�ant in all years. Our results are opposite. The
draft order oeÆient in the minutes regression is highly signi�ant in years 2 and 3,
but beomes insigni�ant in the fourth year, while the e�et on performane is still
marginally signi�ant in the fourth year. This pattern suggests that the esalation e�et
of draft order on playing time `wears o�' before the information ontent of draft order
for prediting performane does.

This �nding goes against the esalation hypothesis. If the analysis were to stop at
this point, one ould onlude that there is no evidene of an irrational esalation e�et.
However, the e�et of draft order on playing time is statistially stronger in years 1-2 than
the e�et on prediting performane (measured by t-statistis). This fat suggests that
there might be an informational e�et and an esalation e�et in the �rst two years. The
analyses summarized in Table 6 simply do not tell us whether there is a pure esalation
e�et of draft order on minutes, above that whih an be explained by the information
value of draft order, in years 1 and 2. There might be irrational esalation, but we simply
annot tell.

Fortunately, there is a simple two-stage proedure for separating the two e�ets in
eah year. First, we perform the following regression for eah of the ten performane
variables j and for eah year T :

PjT = �jT +
X

j

(
T�1X

t=1

�jtPjt + jTP
BAK
jT ) +

X

k

ÆkTxkT + �D + "jT (1)

The �tted portion of this regression, P̂jT , represents the expeted performane in year T
given prior performane and all the exogenous variables, inluding draft order. Hene,
this measure ontains any information present in draft number whih may be relevant to
the expeted urrent output of a player in a given performane ategory.

We then used these expeted performane measures in plae of atual performane
statistis in the minutes played regression:

MT = �MT +
X

j

(�MjT P̂jT + MjTP
BAK
jT ) +

X

k

ÆMkTxkT + �MD + "MjT (2)

If draft order ontains information about performane, but does not inuene playing
time after that information ontent is ontrolled for { i.e., there is no irrational esalation
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e�et { then the oeÆient on draft order should be insigni�ant in the seond-stage
playing-time regression.

Table 7 shows the results of the seond-stage regression.14 This regression keeps a
onstant sample of players and inludes the expeted performane measures (derived
from the ten �rst-stage regressions of performane against lagged performane and all
the other exogenous variables, inluding draft order). The e�et of draft number is about
half as large in magnitude as in the earlier results (e.g., Tables 2-3), delining from 14
minutes per inrement to 2 minutes over years 2-5. The e�et is also signi�ant in years
2-3, at p < :01, and insigni�ant after that.

To reap our results: The new sample repliates Staw and Hoang's �nding of irrational
esalation in NBA playing time using their methods (Table 2). The �nding holds up when
additional ontrol variables are inluded (Table 3) and ontemporaneous performane
is used instead of lagged performane (Table 4). While a diret regression of lagged
performane and draft order on performane shows that draft order does have some
foreasting power for prediting future performane (Table 5), a simple omparison of the
playing time and performane regressions annot distinguish the (rational) information
e�et from the esalation e�et (Table 6). However, a two-stage proedure disentangles
the two (Table 7), and shows that when the information ontained in draft order is
ontrolled for, an apparent esalation e�et persists in the seond and third years.

The methodologial moral of the story is that inluding more ontrols and using the
two-stage proedure supports Staw and Hoang's onlusion, establishing more �rmly that
there is an irrational esalation e�et in �eld data. At the same time, the ontrols and
proedure show that earlier results exaggerated the size and persistene of the e�et by
roughly a fator of two. The exat soure of the e�et is unlear from these analyses.15

14In the previous results (Table 4), the ontrol variables for Belief, First round, and Draft*Trade were
generally insigni�ant or did not help explain the apparent esalation e�et. Therefore, we exlude these
variables from the two-stage regression. In addition, to ontrol for sample omposition e�ets, we only
inluded players who appear ontinuously in the sample for �ve years.

15The two-stage proedure essentially assumes that teams have rational expetations about the infor-
mation ontained in draft order for prediting performane (in the standard sense, that subjetive beliefs
math objetive beliefs onditioned on available information). The results are still onsistent with the
hypothesis that teams are sluggishly rational, in the sense that they have prior beliefs but update them
more slowly in the fae of performane evidene than Bayesian updating assumes. The results are also
onsistent with the hypothesis that teams have optimisti priors (e.g., eah team thinks its draft hoie
will perform better than average). A further possibility is that teams who are most optimisti about a
player, and therefore have the strongest positive beliefs, are more likely to selet that player in the draft
and then overplay him until they gather enough information about his true ability. This argument is
similar to the priniple referred to as the winner's urse, whereby the most optimisti bidder who highly
overvalues an item is the most likely to win the item in an aution, and does not antiipate this seletion
bias when deiding how muh to bid.
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4 The behavioral eonomis of esalation

An eonomist looking at the esalation literature immediately wonders whether esalation
is learly established: Are all marginal osts and marginal bene�ts aounted for? If so,
then one an proeed to ask whether auses of suboptimal esalation an be organized
into ategories whih are familiar in behavioral eonomis. This setion attempts to do
so.

While previous setions have dealt spei�ally with a re-examination of the evidene
of esalation in the NBA, the sope of this setion is more general. Here we attempt
to examine the esalation phenomenon more broadly and point to more general reasons
why the phenomenon may not be as �rmly established as is often believed. While not all
of the ategories are diretly relevant to the NBA ase, we draw a link where possible.

4.1 Is E(MC) > E(MB)?

We denote the \true" expetations of MC and MB, using all publily available infor-
mation, by E(MC) and E(MB). The �rst step to establishing suboptimal esalation is
to hek whether E(MC) is indeed greater than E(MB). If not, then by investing more
a �rm is not esalating suboptimally. Three observations should be made at this point.
One is well-established in the esalation literature but bears repeating. The other two
seem more novel and might not our to non-eonomists.

1. First, aounting forMC andMB arefully and hoosing optimally will sometimes
produe deisions whih will be suboptimal, after the fat, and whih might look like
esalation to an untrained eye. For example, the �lm \The Titani" had an initial budget
of $150 million and was expeted to gross, say $200 million. Notationally, express this
initial situation as E0(MC) = 150, E0(MB) = 200. Now partway through, the studio
has atually spent $200 million and thinks it will ost $85 million to �nish. Assuming a
half-�lmed movie is worthless, should the studio \esalate"? The answer is \Yes". The
marginal osts are E1(MC) = 85 and, if revenue expetations have not hanged, the
marginal bene�ts are E1(MB) = 200. Of ourse, if the revised estimates are aurate
the �rm will end up spending a total of $285 million to earn $200 million, losing money.
But the blame should be pinned on optimisti initial ost foreasts, not on suboptimal
esalation. This example reminds us that bad outomes are not always evidene of
suboptimal esalation.16

2. Inferring bene�ts from sunk osts: In some examples it is natural to assume that
information about MC also a�ets estimates of MB. In these ases, when information
arises whih raises MC, and seemingly makes E(MC) > E(MB), marginal bene�ts
might sensibly rise too, whih would justify esalation. For example, in the lever Arkes

16Indeed, the large literature on \hindsight bias" suggests that when bad outomes do our, the
path whih led preditably to those outomes is psyhologially available and leads to a tendeny to
overestimate how easy it should have been to avoid disaster.
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and Blumer (1985) study, some students who approahed a box oÆe to buy tikets for
a theater series were randomly given disounted tikets. They found that the students
who got disounted tikets ame to the theater less often (for the �rst half of the shows)
than those who paid full-prie. A piky ritique of this study is that students who got
disounts might have inferred something about the quality of the prodution from the
fat that they got a disount (i.e., pereived MB of attending is a�eted by MC).17

Similarly, many of the most ompelling examples of esalation ome from studies in
whih subjets are presented with vignettes desribing an investment projet. One group
of subjets are told that a large amount has already been invested and another group are
told that a small amount has been invested. Often the large-amount subjets hoose to
invest more. Interpreting their behavior as suboptimal esalation is problemati unless
one is very on�dent that all else is held equal (in the minds of the subjets) in the
two ases. It may be natural for subjets to assume that �rms or individuals investing
a large amount are more optimisti and pereive higher marginal bene�ts, and hene
should invest more. Notie that experimentally, it is hard to rule this possibility out in a
between-subjets design: You an tell subjets to \assume nothing more than what you
are told" but this is no guarantee that they will not make some inferene about expeted
MB from previous investment. A better ontrol is to ondut this experiment within-
subjets, asking the same subjet whether the large- and small-amount �rms should
invest more, and arefully instruting them to draw no inferene about expeted bene�ts
from previous investment. Within-subjet ontrol seems better-suited to guaranteeing
that subjets do not infer anything about bene�ts from past osts. To our knowledge,
this preise experiment has not been done.

3. Information bene�ts of esalation: A proper aounting forMB should inlude the
value of any information whih is (only) gathered by investing further. Sine information
value is never negative, omitting this onsideration always biases E(MB) downward and
makes suboptimal esalation appear more likely than it is. For all-or-nothing projets,
the information value of esalating might easily justify ontinuing to invest, even when
E(MC) > E(MB). Consider a �rm that is undertaking some modest investment whih,
if suessful, will be repeated over and over (e.g., a restaurant franhise renovating the
dining room in one of its restaurants). Suppose the renovation ost esalates, so that
the ost of �nishing one renovation, MC, is higher than the expeted bene�t for that
restaurant. Then it may still pay to �nish. The eventual bene�t MB may turn out
to be so low that, having experimented, the �rm realizes it should not make the same
investment at all its outlets. On the other hand, if the eventual bene�t MB turns out
to be high it an be realized at outlet after outlet. Sine the information gained about
whether to invest again is very valuable, it ould be still worthwhile to esalate even
when the urrent-projet MC are muh larger than MB.

In the ase of NBA draft piks, it is possible that higher draft piks reeive more

17A fussy ontrol for this possibility is to tell all students that some students were awarded disounts,
so that even students who paid full prie would also have any information about prodution quality
whih is onveyed by the fat that disounts were available.
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playing time beause teams are trying to determine the true value of their investment.
Sine teams have only limited information about important fators suh as a rookie
player's true NBA prospets or the ability of the player to �t into the team's system,
then they might be playing their early draft piks more minutes to gather information.
While this would explain why the data reveal exess minutes given to early draft piks
during their �rst season or two, it is unlikely that this e�et would persist into later
years.

4.2 Behavioral eonomis auses of suboptimal esalation

Assume E(MC) > E(MB) and �rms esalate anyway. What explanations might be
o�ered for esalation? We organize them into four ategories whih are familiar in be-
havioral eonomis. Some of these are familiar in the organizational literature but others
are not.

1. Gambling in the domain of losses. Many researhers have pointed out (e.g., Baz-
erman, 1984) that esalating ommitment is utility-maximizing if people have a
onvex disutility funtion for losses, so that they prefer to gamble in the domain
of losses in order to \break even" (as in prospet theory, Kahneman and Tversky,
1979). Formally, denote sunk osts by C0. Then this argument an be expressed
formally by the ondition u(C0) < u(MB � MC � C0).

18 Furthermore, Heath
(1995) argues persuasively that esalation is often inhibited if marginal osts are
paid in a di�erent \urreny" than sunk osts were paid in. Then MC and C0

may not be naturally added together on a single sale and the esalation ondition
u(C0) < u(MB �MC � C0) need not hold.

In orporate deisions, the importane of mental aounting implies that how dei-
sions are ombined organizationally may moderate esalation in important ways (as
disussed by Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993). Consider bioteh �rms that undertake
many R&D projets at a small sale, but produe very few marketable produts.
How do these �rms avoid esalating their modest investments after initial failures
(whih are typial)? The answer is probably that divisional managers take a port-
folio view of di�erent projets, whih makes it easier to \write o�" sunk osts from
any one projet.

Heath (1995) makes the profound point that regarding esalation as a byprodut
of gambling over losses, under suitable mental aounting onditions, implies that
under preditable onditions �rms will fail to esalate when they should (i.e., they
suboptimally deesalate). He shows that when total osts will exeed a natural
budget point, subjets often fail to invest further even though they should. In our
view, this important study sharply points out that esalation, per se, is not a useful

18This argument depends on how osts and bene�ts are \mentally aounted" for. The ondition
above assumes that the person's referene point for aounting for osts and bene�ts is set at zero (or
the pre-sunk ost level). If subjets \reset" their referene point after osts are sunk, then the orret
omparison is u(0) versus u(MB�MC), and suboptimal esalation annot be easily explained this way.
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ategory of phenomena. Instead, esalation is a byprodut of basi fores whih
are present in individual deisions, may sometimes be optimal, and may sometimes
lead to the opposite of esalation.

2. Ageny osts. In many organizational situations, E(MC) > E(MB) for the �rm
but the private values to a deision-making agent favor esalation, denoted �agent
(MC) < �agent(MB). This argument has been made several times with various
degrees of formality (Kanodia, Bushman, and Dikhaut, 1989; Prendergast and
Stole, 1996). The basi theme is that esalation whih is suboptimal for the �rm,
but privately rational for the agent, is just one example of how agents may take
ations whih are bad for the \prinipals" who hire them. These \ageny osts"
are fritions or losses whih an be blamed on the fat that ontrats and trust
are not suÆient to ompletely eliminate onits between ontrating parties with
di�erent interests.19

Here we give a brief sketh of how this \ageny problem" ould lead to esalation.
Suppose agents are of two types, smart and dumb. Smart agents hoose better
projets (with higher bene�ts and lower osts, statistially speaking) than dumb
agents do. Suppose that after a projet is fully ompleted, the prinipals (e.g. a
supervisor or board of trustees) an observe the projet's total osts and bene�ts,
whih gives them a lue { but an imperfet one { about whether the agent who
hose the projet was smart or dumb. Now onsider the inentives of agents who,
part of the way through the projet, ome to learn that the projet is bad (so
E(MC) > E(MB)). Should they ontinue investing? Under many onditions
(though not all), the answer is \Yes". If they abandon the projet that is a lear
probabilisti sign that the projet was a bad one, and hene, that the agent was
dumb. Agents may prefer to ontinue investing and take their hanes of being
�red, later, when the total osts and bene�ts are observed by their supervisors.

Applying the ageny problem to the NBA, one ould argue that oahes and general
managers (who are usually primarily responsible for draft deisions) play earlier
drafted players more minutes to validate their hoies in the draft and not reveal
any mistakes. However, as we argue above, NBA organizations tend to have small
front oÆes where there is muh interation between owners, management, and
oahes. An ageny problem is therefore less likely to arise in this situation sine
owners are often atively involved in draft hoies and subsequent team operations.

Staw (1996) omments, \My own view is that rational models suh as ageny
theory have simply translated soial and psyhologial onepts into ost-bene�t
analyses, providing few advantages in making a priori preditions about esalation"
(p 195). We agree up to Staw's omma, and disagree after that. It is true that
many behaviors whih have been well-doumented in early organizational studies
and given psyhologial interpretations an be \rationalized" as the outomes of
signaling games in whih prinipals lak information that agents have, and agents
have oniting inentives about how to at on their information. Gibbons (in

19Another possibility, whih is rarely mentioned in the ageny theory literature, is that prinipals are
making mistakes by not hoosing better-designed ontrats, by trusting untrustworthy agents, et.
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press) summarizes some of these ideas and argues ogently for their plae in orga-
nizational researh.20

However, we disagree with Staw's onlusion that these models provide few predi-
tive advantages. In most ases, the theories provide lear onditions under whih
ageny problems will not our. For example, esalation is less likely to our as
prinipals know more about the ability of agents or as agents have less areer inen-
tive to protet their reputations. Thus, agents who are older, or who are managing
partners in partnerships or have job tenure are probably less likely to esalate than
others.21 Zweibel's (1995) theory predits that agents who have either very bad
or very good reputations are more likely to take soially-risky projets (e.g., de-
esalate when middle-reputation agents are esalating). Also, the ageny theory
view predits less esalation in owner-managed �rms, where the ageny problem is
small or nonexistent.

3. Overon�dene. In many examples of esalation, it seems likely that agents simply
overestimate MB and underestimate MC, relative to estimates given by outsiders
looking at the same situation. This distintion is important beause, in priniple,
pereptions ofMC andMB might be measured separately and related to esalation
behavior. Digging deeper, these estimation biases might be aused by ognitive
dissonane, self-justi�ation, or other fores. In the ase of the NBA, oahes might
make overly optimisti preditions about a player's prospets and then update these
beliefs too slowly. Furthermore, these biases ould also ause deesalation{ that
is, if one person has refused to invest in a projet, they may esalate their refusal
to do so even when new information raises estimates of MB or lowers estimates of
MC and makes investment optimal.

4. Mutually-destrutive esalation of unfairness. The \all-pay" dollar aution (Teger,
1980) is often taken as a prototypial example of organizational esalation. In
these autions, players ompete for a �xed prize, say a dollar, by bidding. The high
bidder gets the prize but all bidders pay their bids. Bids begin at zero and an only
be raised in small inrements. A typial pattern is that bids start out timidly, and
quikly esalate. Bidders often pause when bids get around a dollar, as they realize
that they will end up paying more than a dollar if they ontinue. But players think
that if they just bid a little more, the marginal ost is small (sine the previous bid
is already sunk) and the marginal bene�t is a dollar. Winning bids often end up
many times larger than a dollar. This example is instrutive beause it inludes
both esalation and a soial or game-theoreti omponent. Part of the reason for
esalation seems to be that players beome angry at one another beause when one

20For example, several theoretial papers show how agents who are averse to revealing their skills
will rationally \herd" and do what other agents do, even if the herd is likely to be ating ineÆiently
(Sharfstein and Stein, 1990; Zweibel, 1995). Prendergast (1993) shows how promotion proesses whih
rely on supervisors rating their underlings reates eonomi inentives for the underlings to at in \yes-
man" ways that please supervisors.

21For example, this idea predits that lawyers settle ases more quikly if they are partners than if
they are assoiates, and settle more quikly in small �rms with fewer promotion rungs than in large
�rms.
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person raises his or her bid, it harms others (by reduing their hane to get the
dollar). The only way for a harmed bidder to init harm bak is to raise his or
her bid in turn.

In this example it seems reasonable to onlude that players are thinking about
not just MC and MB, but about the soial utility whih arises from harming or
helping others who have harmed or helped you. If one properly models the utility
whih arises from bidding, it may turn out that esalation is utility-maximizing
even if it osts bidders money. An initial, produtive attempt to inlude these
fores into an extension of standard game theory has been made by Rabin (1993).
In Rabin's model, a player A imagines that the other player knows her likely ation,
and then forms a judgment about whether the other player's response to A's ation
is \nie" (gives A a large eonomi payo�) or \mean" (gives A a low payo�). Rabin
assumes that people get utility from eonomi payo�s and from the produt of their
own fairness and the other player's fairness. Thus, if the other player is nie to A
(positive fairness), A maximizes utility by being nie as well. But if the other player
is mean to A (negative fairness) then A prefers to be mean as well. We onjeture
that mutually-destrutive esalation in the dollar aution is a negative \fairness
equilibrium" in a formal sense that Rabin makes lear.22

5 Conlusion

There are two methodologial messages impliit in how we approah the topi of es-
alation. The �rst is that arefully disseting a phenomenon to understand its basi
auses, and posing sharp questions about whether one ause or another an aount for
the phenomenon, is a useful way to do researh. The esalation literature seems to have
sometimes gone in the opposite diretion, ompiling long lists of various fores and on-
sidered esalation to be multiply determined{ whih it surely is{ without trying to �gure
out whih e�ets are more important or distill the long list into a short one.

22Our argument is simply that mutually-destrutive esalation in dollar autions is distintly di�erent
from other types of esalation beause it involves more than one party. If players get utility from how
others treat them and how they treat others, then esalation ould be expensive but utility-maximizing
in a way that is not possible in single-player deision problems. Furthermore, this onjeture suggests
at least two types of interesting experiments whih have not been done: (i) Condut a single-player
version of the dollar aution in whih players bid against a nonhuman bidder who is programmed to
stop at some unknown point. Unless people get soial utility from how a program treats them (and vie
versa), we expet to see muh less esalation in this setting than when bidding against other people. (ii)
Condut a standard dollar aution, but halt the bidding at some previously-unannouned point, and
give the high bidder a hane to \deesalate" the proess by lowering his or her bid to just below the
next-highest bid. If he or she does so, then the next bidder (who will now have beome the high bidder)
an deesalate, and so forth. While lowering one's bid is not money-maximizing for the ranking high
bidder (it lowers osts, but means surrendering the dollar), in Rabin's terms this ation is \nie" and
ould trigger a nie reiproation by the next bidder, and so on. This also allows the possibility that
players esalate nieness rather than simply esalating meanness (in the standard aution). Note that an
upward esalation of bids, followed by a downward deesalation, would both be evidene of esalation{
just in soially-opposite diretions.
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The seond methodologial message is that establishing an irrational behavior using
�eld data is eonometrially triky. When an e�et appears to exist, one an aknowledge
alternative explanations and try to dismiss them with argument, anedotal evidene,
or reason. Or one an inlude ontrol variables and see if the apparent e�et then
disappears. If the e�et holds up, as the esalation e�et in NBA playing time did, it
beomes deserving of even more serious attention.

More generally, psyhologial and eonomi methods are produtive omplements,
not substitutes. Eonomis ignores many aspets of behavior (details of thinking, so-
ial inuenes, limited rationality) in order to onentrate on two things: (i) simple
formal assumptions about behavior (e.g. utility maximization) and (ii) preditions
about naturally-ourring data. As a result, eonomi reasoning is exellent for heking
whether behavior is rational and for drawing solid inferenes from �eld data and testing
alternative explanations tenaiously. We have argued that both of these features of the
eonomi method ould be brought more diretly to bear on esalation. At the same
time, psyhologial onstruts and methods (partiularly experiments) are useful for es-
tablishing soures of irrationality, whih an then be plugged into eonomi theory with
an eye to predition of naturally ourring patterns. Thus, good work of one sort raises
the marginal value of good work of the other sort.

5.1 Suggestions for further researh

One way to demonstrate a �rm grip on the phenomenon of esalation is to ask about
the onditions under whih its opposite, deesalation, ours (see Heath, 1995) { that is,
when do �rms quit too soon? Asking this question ould be a diagnosti tool to evaluate
underlying explanations. For example, if esalation is due to gambling in the domain
of losses, then one should see �rms deesalating in the domain of gains.23 Similarly,
where esalation is due to mutually-destrutive rivalry, we might also see deesalation
due to mutually-bene�ial ooperativeness. And if esalation is due to ageny problems
whih make managers relutant to pull the plug on losing projets, do those same ageny
problems lead to the failure to start promising projets in the �rst plae? Surely this is
the ase.

It might be useful to look at instrutive exeptions of �rms or situations in whih
esalation is often avoided. For example, onsumer produts ompanies introdue many
new produts eah year; and pharmaeutial ompanies work on hundreds of possible
produts (e.g., drugs), mostly with negative initial feedbak. How do these organizations
manage to avoid esalating?

Other naturally-ourring organizational examples do �t the reipe for esalation and
ould be studied in further researh. For example, rih horse owners buy high-prie

23Data from individuals buying and selling stoks, for example, show that \losing" stoks are held
substantially longer before selling them than \winning" stoks whih are `ashed in' more quikly. See
Weber and Camerer (in press) and Odean (1997).
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(unraed) yearlings at age one. These horses debut in \maiden speial weight" raes and
often perform poorly. Horses that annot win speial weight raes are usually dropped
to \laiming raes" in whih every horse an be purhased for a prespei�ed prie. An
owner who spent a large sum for a yearling ($500,000 and up are not unusual) may be
relutant to drop the yearling into the laiming ategory sine the owner an prevent an
irreversible loss by keeping the horse in the speial weight raes ategory. (Running in
a laiming rae risks \losing" the sunk ost.) The harm of this example is that betting
odds established by the publi give an objetive measure of the horse's true ability in
eah type of rae, whih an be ompared with the owner's (possibly biased) assessment.
A lear esalation bias is revealed if the betting odds for high-pried yearlings in speial
weight raes are higher than for low-pried yearlings.24

We think our study illustrates two points: First, establishing systemati mistakes
using naturally-ourring data is very diÆult. Of ourse, this does not mean we should
avoid suh hard work and exploit the superior ontrol of the lab; it just means that the
standard of proof for mistakes outside the lab is high, and should be. It is also likely
that important �eld anomalies will not be established by a single study, but by a series of
studies whih build on earlier results.25 Behavioral eonomists have learned that the best
way to win an argument about the existene of systemati mistakes is to take ompliated
rationalizations o�ered by ritis seriously (no matter how okamamie they are), and
ollet more data to test them. Our results on esalation in the NBA are an example of
how an interesting result an be established more �rmly when alternative explanations
are properly aounted for.

24Another example is ontrats for new musial ats (bands). Most bands are signed to provide several
reords in several years and given a large �nanial advane. The reord ompany has the right to refuse a
reord and drop the band. One an study whether reord ompanies esalate their ommitments to bands
who they signed for the largest advanes. (This example is similar to the NBA draft beause establishing
esalation learly requires an outside measure of the reord ompany's pre-signing expetations of how
well the band will do.)

25Importantly, if journals are not reeptive to publishing studies whih build on earlier results, umu-
lating knowledge, then knowledge will not umulate as swiftly as it ould.
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